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INVITATION

HOW COVID HAS BEEN CHANGING THE WAY WE CARE AND ACCELERATING
A MORE DIGITAL APPROACH
Dear Healthcare Leaders,

As COVID-19 is still racing across the globe, and as the upcoming months are still blurred by uncertainty, we believe that an
enhanced digital event will be very appropriate for Swiss hospitals and health systems customers to better understand how
NUTANIX can help now and beyond.

With COVID-19 shifting everyone’s focus, technology has already played an enhanced role in adapting the way we deliver Care.
Telehealth, Work from home and new data-enabled workflows for patients have joined forces to better cope with the pandemic. Now COVID did not make previous challenges go away and we need to plan on how best to manage our legacy applications, scheduled projects and COVID-specific efforts at the same time.

Nutanix Switzerland Healthcare eMed Conference
will take place on

Thursday 28th January 2021 from 14.30 to 17.00.

In the last few years, getting the best out of data has become essential in the healthcare world. We are now collecting more
data than ever before, but the challenge is not limited to data collection, it's how to unleash its great potential through enlightened business models. How do we use data to deliver predicted medicine, improve outcomes and streamline efficiency? While
we need to harness these new avenues, our budgets and resources can’t be stretched accordingly and we need to leverage
new levels of efficiency on existing IT to better propel data-led Innovation. While Cloud became the go-to technology for a lot
of Innovators, most Healthcare Providers have found it difficult to become ‘Cloud First’. What if success with ‘Cloud First’ actually required you to build your ‘First Cloud’ ? Nutanix helps customers everyday reconcile Legacy IT and Innovation, bringing
to the medical staff, researchers and management alike the same agility and service levels in a consistent and unified way.
More than an e-Event - Nutanix Switzerland Healthcare eMed Conference will be a content-rich event which will be broadcasted digitally.
Each presentation will last in average 20 minutes and the length of the overall event will not exceed 2.5 hours. There will be a
mix of recorded and live talks, and all information will be available on our

website.

